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• 20 years in global investment banks

• Wholesale markets trading technology

• Typically worked on “transformation programmes”

• And of course regulatory projects

Brief background
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• High cost of change

• Exacerbated in post 2007 banking regulatory uplift

• Fear from record fines and post financial crisis 
regulations

• Terms like ”intrapaneur” and innovation labs

In large banks,

change is a specialist skill
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The inability to enact change leads 

many to startup

• ANX International formed in 2013

• Bitcoin in the early days

• ICO not a thing…but Altcoins!

• The industry has already seen a business cycle
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• TAX authorities were fast to recognize 

virtual currencies

• Money Services (AML and CTF), 

Regulators were close behind

• Securities and Derivatives and 

regulations not prominent 

Crypto currency was never

“regulation free”
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Early Bitcoin startups

were extraordinarily NIMBLE

• Designed on whiteboards

• 1-3 months concept to production

• Security largest cost / Time trade-off

)
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US – Securities & Exchange Commission
“Everything is a Security”

• Not all jurisdictions the same, but very similar 

characteristics

• Digital assets regulations starting to look more 

like equity markets, largely as a result of 

collective investment

The ICO Boom of 2017 attracted the 

attention of securities regulators
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JAPAN 🇯🇵

HONG KONG SAR 🇭🇰

MALT / PHILIPPINES🇵🇭

Fast forward to 2019 – we have a significantly

evolved regulatory landscape

(I’ll focus on the Asian jurisdictions)
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Regulatory clarity from the JFSA saw a dramatic 

increase in professional participation and volumes

• “Grandfathered” existing crypto exchanges

• Allowed leverage trading, servicing retail customers

• Has now evolved to include the JVCEA (and self 

regulatory body, mandatory for licensees)

• No ICO activity

• Each instrument requires explicit approval

• Now dominated by much large organisations
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The Philippines CEZA License allows the expansion of 

our operation and services in the international market

• Most popular “CEZA” prohibits trading with 

domestic customers

• Features a regulatory “transaction fee”
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Hong Kong’s SFC (very “SEC” like) surprised the 

market with the most progressive framework

• Borrowed the best thinking from Multiple Jurisdictions

• Specifically focused on the Operations of a Digital Asset 

Exchange

- Cold storage, Security, Coin Purity, Market Surveillance,   

Insurance, Audit

• Requires at least one security (token?) to be traded by the 

licensee

• Professional Investors only. No leverage, derivatives, credit
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Market surveillance is a must

• Quote stuffing and fake markets

• Sophisticated wash trade detection
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• Coin purity integration

• Quarantine

• Cold storage integration

Coin purity & green coins are back in vogue!

(did they ever leave?)
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Cold

SFC license has mandatory insurance

Hot

The cost
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General Ledger / 

auditable financial 

records

Financial treatments surprisingly

complicated for “Vanilla” Instruments

Revenue 

Recognition
Tax issues

All financial 

events
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• What are your controls? 

• How can you prove your financials are sound?

• Where are those audit trails?

• Are the audit trails secure?

(shadow ledger)

Reconciliations & investigations
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I        audit points!

• Audit points for a licensed organisation are the highest priority

• Audit will span across not just the raw financials, but all of the system policies, processes, 

and controls that relate to those financials

• Specifically within digital assets, some unproven territory:

o Proof of control and controls around all aspects of blockchain systems and processes

o Financial treatments
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Time to start hiring

Dedicated 

security team

Dedicated 

compliance office

Responsible

officers

Inhouse legal almost 

a certainty 

(we use 5 firms!)
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Death by committees

• Risk committee

• Audit committee

• Compensation committee

POLICIES & PROCEDURES

- 100 documents  x 1000

- Personal accounts dealing 

How do we hire the youngest & 

brightest experts?
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Déjà vu

Regulated entity 

• Project lifecycles

• Governance and approvals

• Regulatory and audit pre-approval
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ANXONE Organisation Capabilities

300+ Staff

Staff with diverse 

experiences and 

backgrounds (210 

based in Hong Kong)

Global Footprint

Customer coverage in 

over 50 countries

Prominent Hong 

Kong Fintech

Significant 

partnerships building 

and developing 
leading blockchain 

technology solutions

Established

Established company, 

providing innovative 

blockchain and virtual 

asset services

Excellent Track 

Record

Our executives are 

pioneers in the Virtual 

Asset ecosystem since 
2013

Institutional Grade 

Security

Tier 4 data centers, 

cold storages and 

multi-factor 
authentications etc.

Recent Developments

➢PWC appointed as BC Group auditor – understood to be the first company approved 

for audit/proof of ownership for virtual assets

➢Global insurance, higher than any vendor surveyed

➢Partnership with MarketGrid to develop exchange and market surveillance 

technology solution

➢Hong Kong Applied Science and Technology Research Institute (“ASTRI”) engaged 

for AI market surveillance research

The Operational and Compliance overheads are very high -
“focus energy on your key competitive advantage”

Institutional size daily liquidity of up to 

US$500mm

Institutional-grade security with cold 

wallet-only operations solutions

Cost effective and timely technology and 

management service solution

Fully integrated regulatory compliance 

toolbox

ANXONE White Label 

Exchange

Custody and Asset Mgmt 

Platform 

One Month Time to Market



Strictly Private & Confidential

Crypto Winter ? Institutions have entered the industry

Source: Various News and company announcements

ICE (NYSE) Launches Digital Assets Trading Platform 

August 03, 2018

ICE to launch Bakkt in November 2018 – a global platform and 

ecosystem for digital assets

Bakkt plans to offer the full package, combining a major CFTC-

regulated exchange with CFTC-regulated clearing and custody, 

pending approval from the commission and other regulators.

• Designed to meet regulatory requirements, and to support 

innovation around digital assets and blockchain applications.

• Notable partners include Microsoft, Boston Consulting Group, 

Starbucks, Fortress Investment Group, Eagle Seven, and 

Susquehanna International Group

A global leader in exchange 

technology development

A global digital assets platform

Nomura’s JV into Custody Services for Digital Assets

May 15, 2018

Nomura to offer custody solutions for digital assets, targeting 

institutions.

New venture, Komainu, established to overcome barriers to 

institutional investment in digital assets with new services, 

standards and best practices.

• Founders include global investment bank Nomura, security 

business Ledger, and pioneer investment house Global 

Advisors, the parent company of CoinShares.

• Infrastructure and ops framework to integrate traditional 

investment vehicles, new services, standards & best practices.

A Japanese financial 

holding company

An international 

investment house

Global 

Advisor

s
Security solutions 

for digital assets

October 15, 2018

Fidelity is the first Wall Street incumbent to officially provide digital asset solutions such as 

custody

Fidelity Investments, which administers more than $7.2 trillion in client assets, announced a new 

and separate company called Fidelity Digital Asset Services.

• The firm will handle custody for digital assets such as bitcoin and will execute trades on 

multiple exchanges for investors such as hedge funds and family offices.

• The offering was created by leveraging Fidelity's security principles from other parts of the 

business.

A multinational financial services corporation

July 06, 2018

Owner of Switzerland’s stock exchange is building fully end-to-

end trading, settlement and custody services for digital assets.

SIX is fully regulated as an operator of Financial Market 

Infrastructure (FMI) by Swiss Authorities, FINMA and the Swiss 

National Bank.

• Offering will include fully integrated end-to-end trading, 

settlement and custody service for digital assets.

• Target launch for mid-2019

SIX Digital Exchange – The Swiss Stock Exchange

Owner and manager of the Swiss 

Stock Exchange

January 22, 2019

South Korea KEB Hana Bank Joins Enterprise Ethereum Alliance

Joining such consortia is just another step to launching its Global Loyalty Network (GLN) digital 

platform in 2019

South Korea-based KEB Hana Bank has joined Hyperledger and Enterprise Ethereum Alliance 

consortia that promote research and development of distributed financial ledgers through blockchain 

technology.

GLN is set to enable customers to make digital transaction globally through the decentralized and 

distributed system using blockchain technology and other DLT solutions:
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WHAT’S NEXT?

• Large infrastructure investments

• With clarity comes scalability



ANY QUESTIONS?


